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ABSTRACT
Dynamical friction (DF) against stars and gas is thought to be an important mechanism for orbital evolution of
massive black holes (MBHs) in merger remnant galaxies. Recent theoretical investigations however show that
DF does not always lead to MBH inspiral. For MBHs evolving in gas-rich backgrounds, the ionizing radiation
that emerges from the innermost parts of their accretion flow can affect the surrounding gas in such a way to
cause the MBHs to accelerate and gain orbital energy. This effect was dubbed “negative DF”. We use a semi-
analytic model to study the impact of negative DF on pairs of MBHs in merger remnant galaxies evolving under
the combined influence of stellar and gaseous DF. Our results show that for a wide range of merger galaxy and
MBH properties negative DF reduces the MBH pairing probability by∼ 40%. The suppression of MBH pairing
is most severe in galaxies with one or more of these properties: (1) a gas fraction of fg ≥ 0.2; (2) a galactic
gas disk rotating close to the circular velocity; (3) MBH pairs in prograde, low eccentricity orbits, and (4) MBH
pairs with mass < few × 107 M. The last point is of importance because MBH pairs in this mass range are
direct progenitors of merging binaries targeted by the future space-based gravitational wave observatory LISA.
Keywords: Dynamical friction (442) — Galaxy dynamics (591) — Galaxy evolution (594) — Galaxy mergers
(608) — Supermassive black holes (1663)
1. INTRODUCTION
Massive black holes (MBHs), with masses in the range
∼ 106 − 1010 M, are known to exist in the centers of most
galaxies (Soltan 1982; Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Magor-
rian et al. 1998). After two galaxies merge, the MBH pairs1
that continue to inspiral in the remnant galaxy may even-
tually coalesce due to the emission of gravitational waves
(GWs; Begelman et al. 1980). At separations of ∼ 1 kpc,
the orbital decay of MBHs is expected to be driven by dy-
namical friction (DF) by stars and gas (Chandrasekhar 1943;
Ostriker 1999) in the remnant galaxy. The timescale for evo-
lution of such pairs to separations where they form gravita-
tionally bound binaries is determined by the properties of the
two MBHs and their host galaxy.
In a previous study (Li et al. 2020, hereafter LBB20), we
found that the percentage of MBHs that form gravitationally
bound binaries within a Hubble time is greater than 80% in
remnant galaxies with gas fractions < 20% and in galaxies
kli356@gatech.edu
tamarab@gatech.edu
david.ballantyne@physics.gatech.edu
1 In the rest of this paper we refer to the system of two MBHs as a MBH pair
when they are not gravitationally bound, and as a MBH binary (MBHB)
when they are gravitationally bound.
hosting MBH pairs with total mass > 106 M and mass ra-
tios& 1/4. Among these, the remnant galaxies characterized
by the fastest formation of gravitationally bound MBHs have
at least one of these properties: large stellar bulge, compara-
ble mass MBHs, and a galactic gas disk rotating close to the
circular velocity. In such galaxies, the MBHs with the short-
est inspiral times are either on circular prograde orbits or on
very eccentric retrograde orbits. These MBHs are the most
likely progenitors of coalescing binaries, whose GWs are
expected to be detected by the pulsar timing arrays (PTAs;
Foster & Backer 1990; Shannon et al. 2015; Lentati et al.
2015; Arzoumanian et al. 2018) and the Laser Interferome-
ter Space Antenna (LISA; Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017; Klein
et al. 2016a) in the next few to 15 years.
Inspiral and coalescence of MBH pairs within the age
of the universe is not a foregone conclusion, even when
merger galaxies and their MBHs have the properties de-
scribed above. For example, it was recently shown for MBHs
evolving in gas-rich backgrounds that ionizing radiation that
emerges from the innermost parts of the MBHs’ accretion
flows can strongly affect their gaseous DF wake and render
gas DF inefficient for a range of physical scenarios. MBHs
in this regime tend to experience positive net force, meaning
that they speed up, contrary to the expectations for gaseous
DF in the absence of radiative feedback (Park & Bogdanovic´
2017; Gruzinov et al. 2020; Toyouchi et al. 2020). This ef-
fect, dubbed “negative DF”, is only present when the system
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Table 1. Galaxy Model Parameters
Symbol Description Values
Mbin total MBH pair mass (1, 3, 5)× 106M
(1, 3, 5)× 107M
(1, 3, 5)× 108M
q MBH mass ratio 1/n (n = 2, . . . , 9)
ngd0 central gas number density 100, 200, 300 cm−3
fgd gas disk mass fraction 0.3, 0.5, 0.9
vg(r) gas disk rotational speed in steps of 0.1vc(r) −0.9vc(r), . . . , 0.9vc(r)
NOTE— vg > 0 (vg < 0) corresponds to the sMBH corrotating (counterrotating) with
the galactic disk.
satisfies the following criteria:
(1 +M2)Mbh n∞ < 109 Mcm−3 and M < 4 , (1)
where Mbh is the mass of the orbiting MBH and n∞ is the
gas number density “at infinity”, unaffected by the gravity of
the MBH. Here, M = ∆v/cs is the Mach number, ∆v is
the speed of the MBH relative to the gas, cs =
√
5kT/3mp
is the sound speed, T is the gas temperature, and other con-
stants have their usual meaning.
The first criterion in equation 1 provides a limit within
which the size of the ionized region around the MBH is larger
than the size of its trailing gaseous DF wake, and so the ion-
izing radiation suppresses its formation. In the absence of
the dense trailing wake, the MBH is pulled “forward” and
accelerated by the dense shell of gas that forms in front of
the MBH as a consequence of the “snowplow” effect caused
by radiation pressure (Park & Bogdanovic´ 2017).
It is worth noting however that MBHs under the influence
of negative DF do not perpetually accelerate. According to
the second criterion, which follows directly from the jump
conditions for ionization fronts (Park & Ricotti 2013), a fun-
damental limit exists for the maximum MBH velocity that
can be achieved as a consequence of negative DF. Taken at
face value, and in the absence of any other external forces,
this limit suggests that MBHs that are subject to negative DF
should move with an equilibrium value of the Mach number
of a few. MBHs that do not satisfy these criteria, either be-
cause their speed corresponds to M & 4, or because they
are embedded in sufficiently high density gas, are subject to
classical gaseous DF described by Ostriker (1999).
If prevalent in real merger galaxies, negative gaseous DF
can lengthen the inspiral time of MBHs. Its implications for
the formation and coalescence rate of MBHBs in galactic and
cosmological settings are however yet to be understood. Our
work is an extension of earlier studies that employed N-body
simulations of MBH pairs in stellar environments (Quinlan
1996; Quinlan & Hernquist 1997; Yu 2002; Berczik et al.
2006; Khan et al. 2011, 2013, and others), hydrodynamic
simulations of MBH pairs in gas-rich environments (Escala
et al. 2005; Dotti et al. 2007; Cuadra et al. 2009), and semi-
analytic models of MBH orbital decay (Antonini & Merritt
2012; Barausse 2012; Klein et al. 2016b; Berti et al. 2016;
Dosopoulou & Antonini 2017; Kelley et al. 2017a,b). Here,
we consider the DF from both stars and gas in the galaxy,
and, for the first time, quantify the effect of negative gaseous
DF on the inspiral time and pairing probability of MBHBs.
2. METHODS
In this work we build upon a semi-analytic model pre-
sented in LBB20, which describes the orbital evolution of
MBH pairs under the influence of stellar and gaseous DF
in the absence of radiative feedback. In this model we as-
sume that a single remnant galaxy, that forms after the galaxy
merger, hosts the MBH pair. The remnant consists of a stellar
bulge, stellar disk, and a gas disk.
The radial density of the stellar bulge is described using
a standard power-law profile, truncated at the characteristic
outer radius (Binney & Tremaine 2008), and has a total mass
proportional to the primary MBH (pMBH) (Magorrian et al.
1998), where we assume the proportionality constant equal
to 1000. The stellar and gas disks both follow density pro-
files corresponding to exponential disks (Binney & Tremaine
2008). The temperature profile for the gas disk is calculated
using the Toomre stability criterion (Toomre 1964), which
gives the minimum temperature for which the gas disk is
stable to gravitational collapse. We set the temperature of
the disk to be 104 K above this minimum temperature, since
the interstellar medium after the merger of two galaxies is
likely to be shocked and turbulent (e.g., Barnes & Hernquist
1991). Therefore, this gas temperature should be interpreted
as a proxy for unmodeled turbulence of warm gas.
Each remnant galaxy is described by five parameters sum-
marized in Table 1. Parameter Mbin = M1 +M2 is the total
mass of the MBH pair and q = M2/M1 < 1 is the mass ra-
tio of the secondary MBH (sMBH) to the pMBH. ngd0 is the
number density of gas particles at the center of the remnant
galaxy. Parameter fgd is the gas disk mass fraction defined as
fgd = Mgd,1/(Mgd,1 +Msd,1), where Mgd,1 and Msd,1 are
the mass of the gas and stellar disk within 1 kpc, respectively.
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Figure 1. Left: Histograms of inspiral time for sMBHs on prograde, low ei (ei < 0.2) orbits in simulations with and without radiative feedback.
Right: As in the left-hand panel, but now for sMBHs on retrograde, low ei orbits. The y-axis in both panels shows the number of MBH pairs
with tevol shorter than a Hubble time.
We assume that the gas and stellar disk are rotating with the
same speed, vg(r), while the bulge does not rotate. Through-
out the paper, vg(r) is expressed in units of circular veloc-
ity vc(r) and vg > 0 indicates that the MBH pair corrotates
with the disk and vice versa. The parameter grid explored in
our simulations and shown in Table 1 corresponds to 39366
model galaxies.
We focus on the evolution of unequal mass MBH pairs and
fix the location of the pMBH to the center of the remnant.
The sMBH orbits the center of the galaxy (and the pMBH)
on an orbit that is always coplanar with the galactic disk. We
also assume that the sMBH is stripped of its nuclear star clus-
ter in the early stages of the galactic merger preceding the
starting point of our simulations. The sMBH is subject to
stellar DF exerted by the bulge and stellar disk, and gaseous
DF due to the gas disk. We calculate the stellar DF force fol-
lowing equations 5–9 in LBB20, based on calculations pre-
sented by Antonini & Merritt (2012).
To evaluate the DF force due to gas, we first use the crite-
ria in equation 1, to determine whether the sMBH is in the
regime where gas DF is affected by radiative feedback. If the
criteria are not fulfilled, we calculate the gaseous DF force
following equations 10–12 in LBB20, corresponding to the
case “no RF” below. When the criteria are fulfilled, we use
the modified expression for the gaseous DF force shown in
the case “with RF”.
~Fgd = −4pi(GM2)
2ρgd
∆v2
{
IRRˆ+ Iφφˆ (no RF),
IRRˆ− 0.6Iφφˆ (with RF).
(2)
Here, ∆v is the velocity of the sMBH relative to the gas disk
and ρgd is the gas density defined by equation 3 of LBB20.
IR and Iφ are the dimensionless components of the DF force
in the radial and azimuthal directions, defined by Kim & Kim
(2007) and adopted by LBB20. Both IR and Iφ are sensi-
tive functions of the Mach number and peak sharply when
M = 1. Since commonly Iφ  IR, the gaseous DF force is
strongest when ∆v is close to the sound speed of the gas.
The key modification in the “with RF” case of equation 2
is motivated by the finding that for a MBH moving through
gas on a linear trajectory, the magnitude of the negative DF
force is ∼ 60% of that expected in the absence of radiative
feedback (Park & Bogdanovic´ 2017). We neglect the ef-
fect of radiative feedback on the radial component of the DF
force, which does not impact the results significantly since
Iφ  IR.
Over the course of each simulation, we record the farthest
and closest radial distance of the sMBH from the pMBH for
every orbit and use them to estimate the orbital semimajor
axis (a) and eccentricity (e). Since the galaxy potential is not
proportional to 1/r, and the orbits described by the sMBH
are neither Keplerian nor closed, the computed values of a
and e are only used to illustrate the shape and size of the
orbits. In those terms, the sMBH in each simulation starts
on an orbit with ai ∼ 1 kpc and initial eccentricity, ei. The
simulations are stopped when the sMBH reaches a separation
of 1 pc from the center for the first time.
3. EFFECT OF RADIATIVE FEEDBACK ON THE
PAIRING PROBABILITY OF MBHS
In this section we investigate the effect of negative gas DF
on the inspiral time (tevol) and pairing probability of MBHs
in merger galaxies with different properties. Figure 1 shows
histograms of tevol in the scenario where we either account
for or neglect radiative feedback. In all cases we calculate
tevol as the time for the MBH pair to evolve from an initial
separation of ∼ 1 kpc down to 1 pc and the plots show only
systems that complete the evolution in less than a Hubble
time.
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Figure 2. The relationship between the two parameters of the model (fg and vg), the total DF force, and the inspiral time (tevol), for MBH pairs
with prograde orbits and low initial orbital eccentricity. We show the time averaged azimuthal component of the force, ~Fφ, that is responsible
for the orbital evolution and neglect the radial component. The top (bottom) row of panels corresponds to simulations without (with) radiative
feedback. The color marks the inspiral time. The MBH pairs with inspiral time longer than a Hubble time are not shown in this figure.
The left panel of Figure 1 illustrates the results for MBHs
on prograde orbits with low ei (ei < 0.2). These configu-
rations are characterized by a bimodal distribution of tevol
in the absence of radiative feedback. The left peak of the
histogram (at ∼ 1 Gyr) corresponds to galaxies in which the
stellar bulge dominates the orbital evolution of the sMBH.
The right peak of the same histogram (at ∼ 10 Gyr) corre-
sponds to configurations in which gaseous DF dominates the
orbital evolution of the sMBH. The difference in the two pop-
ulations arises because of a significantly larger magnitude of
the DF force exerted by the bulge (see § 3.3 in LBB20 for
discussion).
In the presence of radiative feedback the distribution of
tevol remains bimodal but its right peak is reduced signifi-
cantly. In comparison, tevol of the MBH pairs whose evolu-
tion is dominated by the stellar bulge (the left peak) is only
weakly affected. This is because the negative DF is more
pronounced for MBHs whose orbital evolution is determined
by gas. Overall, the number of MBH pairs in prograde, low
ei orbits that reach 1 pc within a Hubble time is reduced from
2046 in the absence of radiative feedback to 820 in the pres-
ence of radiative feedback (a reduction of 60%).
The right panel of Figure 1 shows tevol for sMBHs on ret-
rograde orbits with low ei. The distribution of tevol is again
bimodal, with the left peak corresponding to MBH pairs that
evolve due to DF largely exerted by the bulge, and the right
peak corresponding to pairs whose evolution is dominated by
gaseous DF. For retrograde orbits too, the difference between
the two histograms is largest for systems evolving as a con-
sequence of the gas torques. In this case, however, the right
peak is not suppressed as severely in the presence of radia-
tive feedback as for the prograde orbits. This is because the
sMBHs in retrograde orbits have larger velocities relative to
the gas disk, resulting in M > 4 and restored classical gas
DF. Consequently, negative DF reduces the number of MBH
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for MBH pairs in prograde orbits with high initial orbital eccentricity.
pairs in retrograde, low ei orbits that reach 1 pc within a Hub-
ble time from 1887 to 1424 (a reduction of 26%).
In what follows, we evaluate the magnitude of the DF force
for sMBHs on prograde orbits (that according to the findings
above tend to be more affected by negative DF) as a function
of the two key model parameters: the gas fraction, fg , and vg.
Here, fg = Mgd/(Mgd+M?) is a parameter that can be com-
pared directly with the gas fraction of galaxies inferred from
observations and M? includes both the mass of the bulge and
stellar disk within the central kiloparsec. It is worth pointing
out that in absence of radiative feedback, LBB20 found that
in galaxies with fg < 0.2 the orbital evolution of MBH pairs
tends to be dominated by stellar bulges, and in those with
fg ≥ 0.2 it is dominated by classical gaseous DF.
Figure 2 shows configurations with sMBHs on prograde
orbits with low ei, where each data point corresponds to
one simulation. The y-axis of each panel shows the time-
averaged azimuthal component of the DF force, Fφ, which
dominates the orbital evolution and includes contributions
from the gas and stellar disk, and stellar bulge. The DF
force is in units of Fg,0 = 4pimpngd0 (GM2/cs)2 = 3.7 ×
1031 dyn, evaluated for ngd0 = 100 cm−3, M2 = 106 M
and cs = 10 km s−1. A comparison of the top and bottom left
panels in Figure 2 shows a relative dearth of points in simula-
tions with radiative feedback when fg ≥ 0.2. These config-
urations are missing because their tevol becomes longer than
a Hubble time. They are the same population of MBH pairs
that contribute to the second peak in the histograms of Fig-
ure 1 (left panel). In the absence of radiative feedback their
tevol is long and comparable to ∼ 10 Gyr, because they ex-
perience relatively weak DF force (|~Fφ| < 10−2Fg,0). In the
presence of radiative feedback, negative DF prevents their
gravitational pairing within a Hubble time. Our simulations
indicate that, in the presence of negative DF, the pairing prob-
ability2 of MBHs in near circular prograde orbits in galaxies
with fg ≥ 0.2 is reduced by 88%, while in galaxies with
fg < 0.2 it is only slightly reduced by 1%.
2 Defined as the fraction of simulations in which the sMBH reaches a sepa-
ration of 1 pc from the pMBH within a Hubble time.
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Figure 4. MBH pairing probability as a function of the host galaxy and MBH pair properties with and without radiative feedback: Mbin (top
left), q (top right), fg (bottom left), and vg (bottom right). We show the dependence on fg as a histogram, since this is a derived, rather than a
primary parameter with assumed equidistant values.
The comparison of the right panels of Figure 2 shows that a
significant fraction of MBH pairs on nearly circular prograde
orbits with 0.2 < vg < 0.9 fail to form bound binaries within
a Hubble time in the presence of radiative feedback. This is
particularly true for systems experiencing a weaker DF force,
|~Fφ| < 10−2Fg,0, characteristic of galaxies where gas DF
tends to dominate over stellar DF. This can be understood
because the relative velocities of such sMBHs tend to satisfy
M < 4, a necessary condition for the onset of negative DF.
Figure 3 is similar to Figure 2 but it shows sMBHs in pro-
grade orbits with high ei (ei > 0.8). The effect of negative
DF is now more subtle but still noticeable as a paucity of data
points for galaxies with fg > 0.2 (left panels). Collecting all
the results from Figs. 2 and 3, we find that negative DF re-
duces the average pairing probability of MBHs with initially
eccentric orbits by 13%, and for those in near circular orbits
the probability is reduced by 43%. This difference can be
understood by envisioning the action of the DF force in each
scenario. The velocity of a prograde sMBH at the apocenter
of an eccentric orbit is low relative to that of the gas disk,
which classically results in the DF force in the direction of
motion, acting to speed up the sMBH and circularize its or-
bit. In the presence of radiative feedback, however, the DF
force reverses direction, decelerating the sMBH and increas-
ing its orbital eccentricity. The inspiral time of such eccen-
tric sMBH is among the shortest in our simulations, since
they plunge into the central parsec instead of going through a
lengthy inspiral process, like nearly circular sMBHs. These
systems appear as the deep blue dots with |~Fφ| < 10−2 in the
right bottom panel of Figure 3. As a result, the pairing proba-
bility of MBHs in eccentric prograde orbits is not as severely
reduced in the presence of radiative feedback compared to
MBHs in circular prograde orbits.
Overall, we find that, for the full range of galaxy and
MBH properties considered in this work (Table 1) and pos-
sible orbital configurations (prograde, retrograde, low/high
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ei), negative DF reduces the MBH pairing probability by
37%. In Figure 4 we collect the results from our entire
simulation suite and show this probability as a function of
several key parameters in our model. The top left panel
shows that radiative feedback reduces the average pairing
probability of MBH pairs with total mass in the range of
3 × 105M < Mbin < 3 × 107M from 0.69 to 0.39 (a
reduction of 44%), while the average pairing probability of
MBH pairs with masses larger than 3 × 107M is nearly
unaffected. This happens because the effect of negative DF,
which is more severe for lower mass MBHs (as indicated by
the first criterion in equation 1), is compounded with the in-
efficiency of the DF drag for lower mass objects in general
(Park & Bogdanovic´ 2017).
The top right panel of Figure 4 shows that for MBH pairs
of all masses the pairing probability increases with q. It nev-
ertheless remains systematically lower by about 30% in sim-
ulations that account for the effect of radiative feedback. The
bottom left panel shows that the pairing probability decreases
with the galaxy gas fraction. This trend is present in simu-
lations with and without radiative feedback. The difference
between the two scenarios is slight in galaxies with fg < 0.2,
where the negative DF reduces the average pairing probabil-
ity by ∼ 8%. In galaxies with fg ≥ 0.2 however, the average
pairing probability is reduced from 0.43 in the absence of ra-
diative feedback to 0.12 in the presence of radiative feedback
(a reduction of ∼ 72%). This is consistent with the depen-
dence of the DF force on fg discussed earlier using the subset
of models shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The bottom right panel of Figure 4 illustrates the depen-
dence of the pairing probability on vg. In the absence of ra-
diative feedback the pairing probability peaks at vg = 0.8vc
and vg = −0.3vc. The peak at vg = 0.8vc is due to sMBHs
in circular orbits that experience efficient gaseous DF. The
peak at vg = −0.3vc is due to sMBHs in eccentric orbits
whose eccentricity continues to increase, resulting in them
plunging into the central parsec. In comparison, in simu-
lations with radiative feedback the pairing is most severely
suppressed for prograde MBH pairs in disks with vg = 0.8vc
and also vg = −0.2vc, due to the effect of negative DF. Con-
sequently, the average pairing probability of MBH pairs in
prograde orbits is reduced from 0.8 in the absence of radia-
tive feedback to 0.49 in the presence of radiative feedback
(a reduction of 39%). For MBH pairs in retrograde orbits,
the average pairing probability is reduced from 0.73 in the
absence of radiative feedback to 0.57 in the presence of ra-
diative feedback (a reduction of 22%).
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We use a semi-analytic model to evaluate the impact of
negative DF on the inspiral time and pairing probability of
unequal mass MBH pairs that evolve under the combined in-
fluence of stellar and gaseous DF in merger remnant galaxies.
We find that, for a wide range of galaxy and MBH properties,
negative DF reduces the MBH pairing probability by 37%. In
addition, we find that:
• The effect of negative DF is most pronounced in galax-
ies with significant gas fractions, where gas DF de-
termines orbital evolution of the MBH pairs. For ex-
ample, in galaxies with fg ≥ 0.2 negative DF results
in longer MBH inspiral times and reduces the pairing
probability by 72%. Of those, the impact of negative
DF is most severe in remnant galaxies in which the gas
disk rotational velocity is comparable to the circular
velocity. In contrast, the pairing probability is nearly
unchanged in galaxies with fg < 0.2, in which MBH
pairs mostly evolve under the influence of stellar DF.
• Negative DF has a stronger impact on MBHs in pro-
grade orbits (as opposed to those in retrograde orbits),
since their Mach numbers are more likely to have val-
uesM < 4 and fulfill a necessary criterion for the on-
set of negative DF. For example, negative DF reduces
the pairing probability of MBH pairs in prograde (ret-
rograde) orbits by 39% (22%). Similarly, MBH pairs
in nearly circular orbits are more significantly affected
by negative DF than those in high eccentricity orbits,
with radiative feedback reducing the pairing probabil-
ities in the prograde case by 43% and 13%, respec-
tively. This happens because negative DF tends to pro-
mote eccentricity growth of already eccentric orbits.
The inspiral time of such eccentric MBHs is among
the shortest in our simulations, since they plunge into
the central parsec instead of going through the lengthy
inspiral process.
• We find that negative DF reduces the pairing proba-
bility of MBH pairs with total mass < 3 × 107M
by 44%. This happens because the effect of negative
DF, which is more severe at the lower mass end of the
MBH spectrum, is compounded with the inefficiency
of the DF drag for lower mass objects in general. This
is of importance because MBH pairs in this mass range
are expected to be direct progenitors of merging bina-
ries targeted by the future space-based GW observa-
tory LISA. Specifically, if negative DF operates as de-
scribed here, the merger rates of MBHBs detectable by
LISA may be substantially reduced.
Because we build upon the model presented in LBB20,
many of the simplifying assumptions made there are shared
with this work. We direct the reader to LBB20 for discussion
of the implications of these assumptions and only address the
new aspects of the model here. Specifically, we calculate the
orbital evolution and evaluate DF for MBHs moving though
a smooth gaseous disk, without spiral arms, gas clumps and
inhomogeneities. MBHs in the aftermath of galactic mergers
are however likely to find themselves immersed in inhomoge-
neous, clumpy, and turbulent media, which can perturb their
otherwise smooth orbital evolution, leading to a slow inspiral
or stalling (e.g., Tamburello et al. 2017). These same effects
can also alter the conditions under which negative DF can
manifest itself. The investigation of these effects is of impor-
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tant but is beyond the scope of this study and will need to be
carried out in future simulations.
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